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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed rapid advance-
ments in machine translation, but the state-of-
the-art machine translation system still can not
satisfy the high requirements in some rigorous
translation scenarios. Computer-aided transla-
tion (CAT) provides a promising solution to
yield a high-quality translation with a guaran-
tee. Unfortunately, due to the lack of popular
benchmarks, the research on CAT is not well
developed compared with machine translation.
In this year, we hold a new shared task called
Word-level AutoCompletion (WLAC) for CAT
in WMT. Specifically, we introduce some re-
sources to train a WLAC model, and partic-
ularly we collect data from CAT systems as
a part of test data for this shared task. In ad-
dition, we employ both automatic and human
evaluations to measure the performance of the
submitted systems, and our final evaluation re-
sults reveal some findings for the WLAC task.

1 Introduction

In past decades, the machine translation community
has witnessed a significant evolution from statisti-
cal machine translation (Koehn et al., 2003; Chi-
ang, 2005; Koehn, 2009b) to neural machine trans-
lation (NMT) (Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2015; Wu et al., 2016; Gehring et al., 2017;
Vaswani et al., 2017). NMT has achieved a rapid
and tremendous advancement in translation perfor-
mance (Barrault et al., 2019). Despite its success in
many real-world applications, its translation quality
still can not satisfy the high requirements in some
scenarios. In such rigorous scenarios, one promis-
ing approach is to leverage machines to assist hu-
man translation, such as Computer-aided Transla-
tion (CAT) (Bowker, 2002; Koehn, 2009a; Foster
et al., 1997; Langlais et al., 2000; Barrachina et al.,
2009; Alabau et al., 2014; Knowles and Koehn,
2016; Santy et al., 2019).

∗ The authors are listed alphabetically.

However, the development in CAT is much
slower than in machine translation. For example,
there are hundreds of research papers on machine
translation in natural language processing confer-
ences each year, whereas only a few papers on CAT
are published. One of the main reasons is that there
are few popular benchmarks or shared tasks for
CAT research, which enable researchers to make
continuous progress in this area. Consequently, in
WMT this year, we hold a new shared task, Word-
level AutoCompletion (WLAC), to facilitate the
research in CAT. Generally, WLAC aims to auto-
complete a word when a human translator types
a sequence of characters (Huang et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2021). As a basic functionality in many CAT
systems, WLAC is used to accelerate the editing
process for human translators and it plays an im-
portant role in CAT.

In this paper, we describe the overview for the
shared task of WLAC in WMT 2022, such as task
description, datasets, participants and their evalua-
tions. The shared task involves two language pairs,
including Chinese-English and German-English
and it contains four subtasks corresponding to all
four directional pairs. For data preparation, since
it is too costly to collect realistic data with a con-
siderable scale to train WLAC models, we follow
the standard practice to construct the training data
from a bilingual corpus by simulation. Moreover,
to make the testing stage resemble the realistic sce-
nario in CAT, we collect some data from two CAT
systems as a part of test data. In this shared task, we
receive 27 submissions in total for all subtasks from
five participants which are quickly summarized in
this paper. To evaluate the submissions, we par-
ticularly conduct human evaluation in addition to
automatic evaluation. After evaluation, we finally
obtain some findings from the submission results,
which we hope may inspire future advancements
for the WLAC task.
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Figure 1: Illustration of WLAC task. The translation context
c for a source sentence x includes the left context cl and right
context cr , underlined text “sp” is the human typed characters
s and the words in the rounded rectangles are word-level
autocompletion candidates.

2 Task Description and Data Preparation

2.1 Task Description

Suppose x is a source sequence, s is a sequence
of human typed characters and c = (cl, cr) is a
translation context. The translation pieces cl and
cr are on the left and right hand sides of s, re-
spectively. Formally, given the tuple (x, c, s), the
WLAC task aims to predict the target word w with
s as its prefix, which is the most appropriate to be
placed between cl and cr (Huang et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2021).

To make the task more general in real-world
scenarios, WLAC task assumes that the left context
cl and right context cr can be empty, which leads
to the following four types of context:
• Zero-context: both cl and cr are empty;
• Suffix: cl is empty;
• Prefix: cr is empty;
• Bi-context: neither cl nor cr is empty.

Figure 1 a⃝ and b⃝ show two examples about the
WLAC task. According to the above criterion, Fig-
ure 1 a⃝ belongs to Prefix type and Figure 1 b⃝
belongs to Bi-context type.

2.2 Data Preparation

The WLAC task in WMT2022 involves follow-
ing two language pairs: English⇔Chinese and
English⇔German. Each language pair corre-
sponds to two directional subtasks, leading to four
subtasks.

Training Data In fact, it is too costly to manually
annotate the training dataset consisting of tuples
⟨x, c, s, w⟩ for WALC task. We alternatively fol-
low Li et al. (2021) to construct the simulated train-

En-De En-Zh

Sentences 4,465,840 15,886,041
Words 120M/114M 441M/395M

Table 1: The statistics of English-German and English-
Chinese bilingual datasets for training.

ing data for WLAC from existing bilingual data.1

The key idea of such simulation is that it randomly
samples a target word w and context c from the ref-
erence translation y of x, a human typed sequence
c for the target word w to obtain an example, e.g.,
a tuple of ⟨x, c, s, w⟩.

For training on English-German language pair,
we use the WMT14 En-De training dataset pre-
processed by Stanford NLP Group2, which con-
sists of about 4.5M sentence pairs. For training
on English-Chinese language pair, we take the
“UN Parallel Corpus V1.0” dataset3 from WMT17
consisting of 15M sentence pairs. We use Moses
scripts4 to tokenize English and German sentences
and jieba5 to segment Chinese words for each sen-
tence. The detailed statistics of bilingual datasets
are shown in Table 1.

Note that in this shared task, participants must
use the above bilingual data and it is illegal to
any other bilingual data beyond. However, to
achieve better performance, any monolingual data
is allowed as well as the pre-trained language
models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019).

Test Data To ensure authenticity and reliability,
the test data for WLAC is not from existing open-
source bilingual data. We create the test data by
ourselves: the test datasets are obtained in two
different ways, leading to two types of test data.
One type (Type I) is the simulation on bilingual
data similar to the creation of training data and
the other type (Type II) is from CAT translation
systems.

For the Type I test data, we first create a new
bilingual dataset and then obtain the simulated tu-
ples ⟨x, c, s, w⟩ from the bilingual dataset. Specif-
ically, to ensure that the ground-truth word w is not

1The scripts for simulation is available at https://
github.com/lemaoliu/WLAC.

2https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/nmt/data
3https://conferences.unite.un.org/UNCorpus/

Home/DownloadOverview
4https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
5https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba
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Zh⇒En En⇒Zh De⇒En En⇒De

Sentences
Type I 5434 6122 5700 -
Type II 2109 1953 1996 13418
Overall 7543 8075 7696 13418

Words
Type I 615K/115K 662K/109K 519K/96K -
Type II 242K/45K 237K/38K 203K/38K 437K/85K
Overall 857K/161K 899K/147K 722K/134K 437K/85K

Table 2: The statistics (number of sentences and words) of Zh⇒En, En⇒Zh, De⇒En and En⇒De test datasets. A/B denotes
that A is the total number of source words in the source sentences and B is the total number of target words in the context.

Zh⇒En En⇒Zh De⇒En En⇒De

Bi-context
Type I 5102 5137 5313 -
Type II 2092 1676 1950 6514
Overall 7194 6813 7263 6514

Prefix
Type I 5330 5249 5686 -
Type II 2087 1645 1968 6319
Overall 7417 6894 7654 6319

Suffix
Type I 5053 5156 5382 -
Type II 2089 1674 1994 6571
Overall 7142 6830 7376 6571

Zero-context
Type I 5200 5137 5256 -
Type II 2098 1622 2047 6491
Overall 7298 6759 7303 6491

Table 3: The statistics (number of ⟨x, c, s, w⟩ tuples) of
different context types on WLAC test datasets (including both
Type I and Type II parts).

exposed to the training data, we first crawl bilingual
news from Internet websites in the latest 3 years.
After crawling the raw bilingual data, we employ
professional translators to check and screen the low
quality bilingual data to obtain high-quality bilin-
gual sentences. Finally, we follow the simulation
way to obtain the training tuples ⟨x, c, s, w⟩ based
on the crawled bilingual data described above.

The Type II test data is collected from two
CAT systems LILT6 and TranSmart7 (Huang et al.,
2021). Specifically, given a source sentence x, a
human translator works on a CAT system to gen-

6https://lilt.com
7https://transmart.qq.com
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Figure 2: The proportion of the bins of w typed by human
translators from CAT systems according to word frequency in
bilingual corpus on German-English language pair. Bin 1 and
Bin 10 respectively denote the most infrequent word bin and
the most frequent bin.

erate a translation y. In the log file from the CAT
system, only the information about w ∈ y typed by
human is stored, while other dynamic information
such as typed characters and context for each w is
not available. Therefore, we create both c and s
from y for each w by simulation as before. In other
words, for each example ⟨x, c, s, w⟩, both c and
s are simulated but w is realistic. Note that each
sentence from the Type II data is also not included
in the training data.

For En⇒De task, the entire test data is the type II
from the CAT system LILT. For Zh⇒En, En⇒Zh
and De⇒En tasks, the test data is the combination
of both types, i.e., some test data is Type I from
the simulation over bilingual data and the other test
data is Type II from the CAT system TranSmart.

To pre-process the test data (e.g., word tokeniza-
tion), we adopt the same pre-processing way as
used in training data. Table 2 summarizes the de-
tailed statistics in terms of sentences and words for
the test data, and Table 3 reports the number of ex-
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Figure 3: The proportion of the bins of w typed by human
translators from CAT systems according to word frequency in
bilingual corpus on German-English language pair. Bin 1 and
Bin 10 respectively denote the most infrequent word bin and
the most frequent bin.

amples for four different context types in test data.
Note that each source sentence x may correspond
to multiple examples ⟨x, c, s, w⟩ and thus, the total
number of sentences in Table 2 is not the same as
the total number of examples in Table 3.

Furthermore, one may be curious about the char-
acteristics of the words typed by human translators.
We understand the human typed words from the
perspective of word frequency. We first group the
target vocabulary into ten bins with equal size ac-
cording to word frequency computed in the bilin-
gual corpus, we collect all typed words w together
and then assign a bin for each word, and finally
we calculate the proportion of each bin. The statis-
tics are shown in Table 2 and Table 3, where bin 1
denotes the most infrequent words while bin 10 de-
notes the most frequent words. From these tables,
it is observed that human translators usually type
infrequent words. This observation is reasonable
because it is easy for machine translation systems
to make a correct translation decision on a frequent
word.

3 Evaluation Metric

We use both automatic evaluation and human eval-
uation to measure all submitted systems.

Automatic Evaluation To measure the perfor-
mance of the submitted systems, we choose accu-
racy as the automatic evaluation metric (Li et al.,
2021) as follows :

ACC =
Nmatch

Nall
(1)

where Nmatch is the number of correct predicted
words and Nall is the number of all test examples.

Although automatic evaluation is convenient, it
still has some limitations because there may be
multiple ground-truth words w (i.e., ground truth is
a word set) which suffice to the constraint of s and
are compatible with ⟨x, c⟩, especially for a short
c and s. For instance, when c and s are empty,
any translation of a source word in x may be a
ground-truth word if it suffices to the constraint
of s. Therefore, we additionally conduct human
evaluation for more faithful evaluation on the sub-
missions.

Human Evaluation Human evaluation is appeal-
ing, but it is too costly to evaluate all testing ex-
amples. Instead, we conduct human evaluation on
a small subset of test data for efficiency. Specif-
ically, for all four subtasks, we randomly sample
400 test examples derived from the Type II part of
the test data as the human evaluation dataset. After
participants submit their systems, we gather their
predicted words to constitute a prediction set for
each test example. Then we hire professional trans-
lators to annotate the correct ones in the prediction
set. Finally, we use the manually annotated ground-
truth word set to re-evaluate submitted systems and
the human score is defined by the percentage of pre-
dicted words annotated as correct words by human.
Since more than one target word can be annotated
as the correct word, the human evaluation score is
higher than the automatic score in general.

4 Submitted Systems and Results

In this year, there are five teams participating in this
shared task and we receive 27 submissions from
them. In this section, first, we quickly describe
the participants and their submitted systems, then
we present their evaluation results in terms of both
automatic and human evaluations, and finally, we
shed light on some findings according to evaluation
results.

4.1 Participants and Submitted Systems
HW-TSC (Yang et al., 2022b) The Huawei
Translation Services Center (HW-TSC) participates
in Zh⇒En, De⇒En and En⇒De language direc-
tions. They model the WLAC task as a structured
prediction (or generation) task, which iteratively
generates a subword to compose the prediction
word. Specifically, they first train a vanilla Trans-
former on machine translation task as a baseline.
Then they fine-tune the baseline with WLAC data
and BERT-style MLM data to get the final model.
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Systems Fullset Subset

Acc. (Rank) Human. (Rank) Acc. (Rank)

HW-TSC 59.40 (#1) 91.25 (#1) 69.25 (#1)
THU IIGroup-1 54.05 (#2) 85.00 (#6) 59.75 (#6)
THU IIGroup-2 51.11 (#3) 83.75 (#7) 57.25 (#7)
DCU-NCI-4 50.41 (#4) 86.75 (#3) 63.25 (#2)
DCU-NCI-3 50.26 (#5) 86.75 (#3) 62.25 (#3)
DCU-NCI-2 49.35 (#6) 86.00 (#5) 61.75 (#5)
DCU-NCI-1 49.06 (#7) 87.00 (#2) 62.00 (#4)

Table 4: Official results of WLAC task for Zh⇒En. Acc. and Human. represent automatic and human evaluations, respectively.
Rank denotes the ranking according to the corresponding metric.

Systems Fullset Subset

Acc. (Rank) Human. (Rank) Acc. (Rank)

THU IIGroup-1 53.98 (#1) 83.25 (#1) 54.50 (#1)
THU IIGroup-2 48.90 (#2) 77.50 (#2) 48.75 (#2)
DCU-NCI-2 31.94 (#3) 57.75 (#3) 37.75 (#4)
DCU-NCI-1 31.94 (#4) 57.25 (#4) 38.00 (#3)

Table 5: Official results of WLAC task for En⇒Zh. Acc. and Human. represent automatic and human evaluations, respectively.
Rank denotes the ranking according to the corresponding metric.

It is worth noting that they use a character embed-
ding method to encode the information of a human
typed sequence to the model. Moreover, they adopt
some basic strategies to improve the performance,
including back translation, averaging and ensemble
techniques.

PRHLT (Ángel Navarro et al., 2022) The team
of PRHLT submits their systems for De⇒En and
En⇒De subtasks. They first cast the WLAC task as
a segment-based IMT task. More concretely, they
consider the translation context as the sequence
of segments validated by the user in IMT and the
sequence of human typed characters as partially-
typed word correction. They experiment with both
RNN architecture and Transformer architecture.

DCU-NCI (Moslem et al., 2022) DCU-NCI pro-
poses to address the WLAC task with the help of
pre-trained NMT models and available libraries,
which is a new way to solve the WLAC task. Their
systems do not need any additional training to ad-
dress the WLAC task.Specifically, they use OPUS
pre-trained models8 and employ CTranslate2 9 as
an inference engine. During the decoding stage,

8https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/
Tatoeba-Challenge

9https://github.com/OpenNMT/CTranslate2

they find that random sampling restricted with
the best 10 candidates perform better than beam
search. Furthermore, they also try to adopt dif-
ferent sampling temperatures (ST) to change the
randomness of the generation. We denote the sys-
tem trained with ST=1.0 as DCU-NCI-1, the sys-
tem with ST=1.3 as DCU-NCI-2, the system with
ST=1.3 and detokenization as DCU-NCI-3 and the
system trained with ST=1.0 and detokenization as
DCU-NCI-4.

Lingua Custodia (Ailem et al., 2022) The team
of Lingua Custodia submits systems for De⇒En
and En⇒De tracks. They also treat the WLAC
task as a structured prediction task and adopt the
Transformer architecture for generation. Specifi-
cally, they use a Transformer Encoder to encode
the source sentence, translation context and human
typed characters, and a Transformer Decoder to
generate a sequence of subwords to constitute a
target word step by step. In addition, they propose
several data-cleaning strategies to pre-process the
bilingual translation data. We denote the system
trained with the initial corpus as Lingua Custodia-1
and the system trained with the cleaned corpus as
Lingua Custodia-2.
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Systems Fullset Subset

Acc. (Rank) Human. (Rank) Acc. (Rank)

HW-TSC 62.06 (#1) 87.50 (#3) 78.00 (#3)
DCU-NCI-1 61.44 (#2) 88.50 (#2) 80.50 (#1)
DCU-NCI-2 60.92 (#3) 88.75 (#1) 79.00 (#2)
Lingua Custodia-1 57.36 (#4) 76.75 (#5) 67.50 (#5)
THU IIGroup-1 57.27 (#5) 78.75 (#4) 69.75 (#4)
Lingua Custodia-2 54.85 (#6) 74.50 (#7) 63.50 (#7)
THU IIGroup-2 54.32 (#7) 76.25 (#6) 66.50 (#6)
PRHLT 39.02 (#8) 51.25 (#8) 44.25 (#8)

Table 6: Official results of WLAC task for De⇒En. Acc. and Human. represent automatic and human evaluations, respectively.
Rank denotes the ranking according to the corresponding metric.

Systems Fullset Subset

Acc. (Rank) Human. (Rank) Acc. (Rank)

HW-TSC 63.82 (#1) 79.00 (#1) 66.75 (#1)
DCU-NCI-1 58.94 (#2) 67.25 (#2) 56.00 (#2)
DCU-NCI-2 58.49 (#3) 65.50 (#3) 56.75 (#3)
Lingua Custodia-1 48.97 (#4) 61.75 (#4) 52.25 (#4)
Lingua Custodia-2 48.44 (#5) 61.00 (#5) 50.75 (#5)
THU IIGroup-1 41.83 (#6) 55.50 (#6) 46.00 (#6)
THU IIGroup-2 40.69 (#7) 53.50 (#7) 44.75 (#7)
PRHLT 33.97 (#8) 45.75 (#8) 37.00 (#8)

Table 7: Official results of WLAC task for En⇒De. Acc. and Human. represent automatic and human evaluations, respectively.
Rank denotes the ranking according to the corresponding metric.

THU IIGroup (Yang et al., 2022a) THU
IIGroup participates in Zh⇒En, En⇒Zh, De⇒En
and En⇒De directions. They propose a generator-
reranker framework to tackle the WLAC task.
Specifically, they adopt the baseline model based
on Transformer as a generator to yield a set of can-
didate words. Moreover, they additionally train
a reranking model to rerank the candidate words
to get the final prediction. We denote the gener-
ator as THU IIGroup-1 and the reranker as THU
IIGroup-2.

Summary on submitted systems All submitted
systems in this year choose the powerful Trans-
former architecture by stacking multiple layers of
attention as the backbone for the WLAC task. To
tackle the constraint of the human typed character
sequence, some submitted systems consider it as a
hard constraint while others (HW-TSC and Lingua
Custodia) considering it as a soft constraint: they
differ in that the model architecture in the former
is aware of the constraints but the later matters. In

addition, most systems formalize the WLAC task
as a classification task where the target word w is
actually a label, but one system (HW-TSC) treats
WLAC as a structured prediction task: the target
w is decomposed into a sequence of BPE units
and it is beneficial to predict the out-of-vocabulary
words.

4.2 Evaluation Results
Since human evaluation is only conducted on the
partial test dataset consisting of 400 examples and
automatic evaluation can be evaluated on both the
full and partial test datasets, we evaluate all the
submitted systems on two different types of test
data, i.e., full test data set and partial test data set
as follows. All of their results on Zh⇒En, En⇒Zh,
De⇒En and En⇒De are listed in Table 4,5,6 and
7.

Results on Full Test Set From the four tables, it
can be shown that the systems of HW-TSC shows
impressive performance and achieve the best for
Zh⇒En, De⇒En and En⇒De, and THU IIGroup
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yields the best performance for En⇒Zh. As we can
see, there are some gaps in performance among dif-
ferent systems, which means there is a significant
opportunity for growth in the WLAC task.

Results on Partial Test Set As described in Sec-
tion 3, it is not surprising that human evaluation
scores are much higher than automatic evaluation
scores. In addition, it is observed that on the partial
test set, the human evaluation results are almost in
line with the automatic evaluation result although
there indeed is a slight inconsistency. This fact
demonstrates that automatic evaluation metric can
act as a good alternative for evaluation. Moreover,
it is interesting that, in terms of automatic evalua-
tion, the rankings between the full and partial test
datasets are clearly different on Zh⇒En, although
they are mostly consistent on other tasks. This
observation indicates that a small test dataset may
lead to a biased conclusion.

4.3 Discussion

In this section, we shed light on some key findings
among all the submitted systems which we hope
will push forward the development of the WLAC
task in the future.

First, it would be preferable to treat the WLAC
task as a structured prediction task rather than a
classification task according to the prediction ac-
curacy. One advantage of the structured prediction
perspective is that it can decompose the predicted
word into a sequence of tokens at the subword level
to tackle out-of-vocabulary words. This is appeal-
ing specially because most of the typed words by
human translators are low frequent words as ob-
served in our analysis. However, it is noteworthy
that a structured predition model requires more
computing time than a classification model during
the inference stage.

Second, WLAC task may benefit from NMT
based pre-training. It is noticed that one participant
employs such a pre-training strategy: it first trains
a standard NMT model on the bilingual dataset and
then it fine-tunes the model with the WLAC data
to obtain a WLAC model. It is reasonable since
in NMT task, every token in the target-side serves
as a label, while in WLAC task, only the target
token serves as a label. The former can facilitate
the training procedure and provide a good weight
initialization for WLAC tailored model.

Third, leveraging monolingual data is a common
practice to improve the performance in many NLP

tasks, including machine translation. For example,
a pre-trained model trained on monolingual data
such as XLM (Lample and Conneau, 2019) and
MASS (Song et al., 2019) are successful to im-
prove translation quality, and back translation (Sen-
nrich et al., 2015; Edunov et al., 2018) is also an
effective strategy by construction synthetic bilin-
gual data from target monolingual data. In WLAC
task, one participant tries to enhance the WLAC
model by using back translation similar to NMT
and it is promising to design new ways customized
for WLAC.

5 Conclusion

Word-level AutoCompletion is a basic functional-
ity in computer-aided translation systems to facili-
tate the editing efficiency for translators. In WMT
this year, the Word-level AutoCompletion shared
task is introduced and it covers two language pairs
including four directional subtasks. We provide
high-quality test datasets and human evaluation to
evaluate different systems fairly. On all subtasks
we receive 27 submissions from five participants
which address the WLAC task from different per-
spectives. Automatic and human evaluations on
these submissions reveal some key findings which
may provide valuable insights for future research
on this task. Finally, we hope that WLAC task
will attract more researchers to participate in the
exploration of computer-aided translation.
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